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1.   Introduction

The theme of Tsukuba Forum 2020 ONLINE was 
“Supporting the smart world—Innovative technolo-
gies for the IOWN [Innovative Optical and Wireless 
Network] concept and advanced technologies for 
business growth.” It was held with the intention of 
further developing access network technologies that 
support people and companies in response to changes 
in society, which has seen dramatic transformations 
of working styles and lifestyles. In addition to NTT 
Access Network Service Systems Laboratories (AS 
Labs), 85 organizations, including co-hosting organi-
zations and NTT Group companies (Table 1), par-
ticipated. They introduced and exhibited the latest 
research and development (R&D) and technological 
trends.

2.   Overview of speeches

The two keynote speeches were streamed live on 
the first day.

2.1   Keynote speech 1
Jun Sawada, president, chief executive officer, and 

representative member of the Board of NTT, gave a 

speech titled “NTT Group’s Initiatives for a Post-
COVID-19 Society” (Photo 1). For details, see that 
article in this issue [1].

2.2   Keynote speech 2
Ichiro Uehara, senior executive vice president of 

NTT WEST, gave a speech titled “Toward the Real-
ization of Smart Regional Societies, ‘To Be the Social 
ICT Pioneer’” (Photo 2). For details, see that article 
in this issue [2].

The results from questionnaires revealed that 99% 
of audience members gave the comments that the 
speeches were “helpful” and “deepened my under-
standing of NTT’s efforts.” Because these speeches 
were streamed online, the venue and audience size 
were not restricted and were available on-demand for 
one month, four times as many people as in previous 
years viewed the speeches.

3.   Workshops

Workshops were streamed on-demand beginning at 
9 a.m. on the first day of Tsukuba Forum 2020 
ONLINE and accessible for one month. An executive 
manager of NTT Infrastructure Network Corporation 
and two project managers from AS Labs conducted 
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Table 1.   List of Tsukuba Forum 2020 ONLINE exhibiting companies.

 NTT Group companies
NIPPON TELEGRAPH 

AND TELEPHONE EAST 
CORPORATION

NTT EAST-MINAMIKANTO 
CORPORATION

NTT RENTAL ENGINEERING 
CO., LTD.

Nippon Telematique Inc. (NTI)
NIPPON TELEGRAPH 

AND TELEPHONE WEST 
CORPORATION

NTT FIELDTECHNO 
CORPORATION

NTT Communications 
Corporation

NTT WORLD ENGINEERING 
MARINE CORPORATION

NTT COMWARE 
CORPORATION

NTT Infrastructure Network 
Corporation

AIREC ENGINEERING 
CORPORATION

NTT Advanced Technology 
Corporation

NTT-AT Techno 
Communications Corporation

NTT TechnoCross Corporation
NIPPON CARSOLUTIONS 

CO., LTD.

MIYOKAWA manufacturing Co., 
Ltd.

Takacom Corporation
MSK Technologies Co., Ltd.
NISSHIN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Sankosha Corporation
TOMEI TSUSHIN KOGYO CO., 

LTD.
WATANABE CO., LTD.
Takachiho Sangyo Co., Ltd.
SANWA DENKI KOGYO CO., 

LTD. 
NAGAMURA 

MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
Taiei Seisakusho Co., Ltd.

 Other corporations
Anritsu Corporation
NEC Corporation
NEC Magnus Communications, 

Ltd.
Oi Electric Co., Ltd.
Hitachi, Ltd.
FUJITSU LIMITED
MARUBUN CORPORATION
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
NTEC Co., Ltd. 
SUNREC CO., LTD.
HARADA CORPORATION
MIKI Inc.
RIKEN KEIKI Co., Ltd.

 Information & 
Telecommunications 
Engineering Association of 
Japan (ITEA)

EXEO TECH CORPORATION
KYOWA EXEO CORPORATION
C-Cube Co., Ltd.
NIPPON DENTSU CO., LTD. 
Seibu Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
DAIWA DENSETSU 

CORPORATION
Nippon COMSYS Corporation
TOSYS CORPORATION
NDS Co., Ltd.
Hokuriku Denwa Kouji Co., Ltd.
SYSKEN Corporation
TSUKEN CORPORATION
MIRAIT Corporation
MIRAIT Technologies 

Corporation
SOLCOM Co., Ltd.
Shikokutsuken Co., Ltd.
TTK Co., Ltd.

 Communication Line 
Products Association of 
Japan

Furukawa Electric, Co., Ltd.
SUMITOMO ELECTRIC 

INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Fujikura Ltd.
OKANO CABLE CO., LTD.
Sumitomo Electric Optifrontier 

Co., Ltd.

Fujikura Dia Cable Ltd.
OCC Corporation
NISHI NIPPON ELECTRIC 

WIRE&CABLE CO., LTD.
JAPAN RECOM Ltd.
SHODEN SEIWA CO., LTD.
Suzuki Giken Co., Ltd.
Nippon Tsushin Denzai Co., Ltd.
TOTSU–SOKEN 

CORPORATION
FUJIKURA HIGH OPT Co., Ltd.
Milliken Japan G.K.
Corning International K.K. 
DAINICHI CONCRETE 

INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
NIPPON CONCRETE 

INDUSTRIES CO., LTD.
NIPPON CHIKO CO., LTD. 
AICHI CORPORATION
TADANO LTD. 
IWABUCHI CORPORATION
SUDA SEISAKUSHO CO., LTD. 
ASABA MANUFACTURING 

CO., LTD.
KANDO Co., Ltd.
KABUSIKIGAISYA 

KAWANETSU
 Japan Telecommunications 
Equipment and Materials 
Manufacturers Cooperative 
Association (Zentsukyo)

MASARU INDUSTRIES, LTD.

Photo 1.   Keynote speech 1: Jun Sawada. Photo 2.   Keynote speech 2: Ichiro Uehara.
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the workshops (Photo 3).

3.1   Workshop 1
Yoichiro Takaki, executive manager of the Smart 

Infra Promotion Department, NTT Infrastructure 
Network Corporation, gave a lecture titled “Activities 
Centered Around the Smart Infrastructure Platform.” 
For details, see that article in this issue [3].

3.2   Workshop 2
Kazunori Katayama, project manager of the Access 

Network Media Project, AS Labs, gave a lecture titled 
“R&D of Innovative Optical Transmission Line Tech-
nologies.” For details, see that article in this issue [4]. 

3.3   Workshop 3
Tomoaki Yoshida, project manager of the Optical 

Access Systems Project, AS Labs, gave a lecture 
titled “Photonic Gateway and Related Optical Access 
Technologies to Achieve the All-Photonics Network.” 
For details, see that article in this issue [5]. 

4.   Panel discussions

Co-hosting organizations, NTT Group companies, 
and the NTT laboratories united to introduce efforts 
and hold panel discussions on two themes: “Pros-
pects for Space Satellite Utilization” and “Smart 
Access Technology.” The panelists introduced exam-
ples from different companies. Their discussions 
were live-streamed. 

4.1   Panel discussion 1
For the theme of “Prospects for Space Satellite Uti-

lization,” Fumihiro Yamashita, group leader of the 
Wireless Entrance Systems Project, AS Labs, served 
as facilitator. Members of the Japan Aerospace 
Exploration Agency (JAXA) and SKY Perfect JSAT 
Corporation joined the panel with members of the 
NTT Group and discussed the topic of “Expectations 
and challenges for space and satellite utilization in 
daily life.” In the first part of the panel discussion, Mr. 
Yamashita introduced the current state of space satel-
lite technology, and the panelists, all involved in the 
field of space satellites, expressed their views on why 
space satellite applications will increase going for-
ward. In the second part, NTT DOCOMO, NTT 
EAST, and NTT Communications introduced exam-
ples of their current space satellite utilization efforts, 
challenges, and future expectations and exchanged 
views on issues when engaging in new space busi-
ness. In the third part, JAXA and NTT laboratories 
introduced their space satellite R&D. They discussed 
the areas of R&D, national policy, and company mea-
sures needed for Japan to develop and lead the space 
satellite business and utilization by 2030 (Photo 4). 

4.2   Panel discussion 2
For the theme of “Smart Access Technology,” 

Takashi Ebine, project manager of the Access Net-
work Management Project, AS Labs, served as facili-
tator. Members of NTT EAST and telecommunica-
tion construction companies took the stage and dis-
cussed the topic of “Smart access toward automated 
construction and remote control with robotics.” In the 
first part of the panel discussion, Mr. Ebine intro-
duced the background and direction of efforts in the 
area of smart access technology. Topics included 

Photo 3.   Workshops 1–3: (from left) Yoichiro Takaki, Kazunori Katayama, and Tomoaki Yoshida.
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changes in the business environment of the telecom-
munication construction industry, trends in improving 
outside-plant work efficiency, technologies for smart 
outside-facility management, and future directions in 
the development of aerial structure construction. The 
panel members exchanged fresh viewpoints on the 
challenges of automated construction involving 
remotely controlled heavy machinery. They also dis-
cussed factors hindering efficiency such as how to 
deal with metal facilities going forward. In the second 
part of the session, the panelists discussed the need to 
review building materials and construction methods. 
They also presented a video that showed excavation 
using a power shovel controlled in virtual space as an 
example of efforts to automate construction. The pan-
elists also discussed work using remote control in the 
IOWN era, which, together with major technological 
advances such as artificial intelligence (AI) and Inter-
net of Things (IoT), will drastically transform con-
ventional work methods. Finally, members from AS 
Labs voiced their desire to work closely with partners 
in the field and strongly support them into the future 
(Photo 5). During the livestreaming of the panel dis-
cussions, online audience members could send ques-
tions to panel members. Many participants gave the 
comment that they found this program meaningful.

5.   Overview of exhibits

In addition to exhibits from AS Labs, exhibits on 
the network access technologies by the co-hosting 
organizations and NTT Group companies were held 
(Photo 6). A total of about 150 exhibits were pre-
sented with videos and slides to introduce each orga-
nization’s products and efforts. During the two days 
of the forum, staff members from the respective orga-
nizations virtually stood by their booths and respond-
ed to online visitors with direct chat, messages, and 

Photo 4.   Panel discussion 1: Space satellite utilization.

Photo 5.   Panel discussion 2: Smart access technology.

Photo 6.   Entrance to online site (lobby).
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video conferencing.

5.1   Special exhibitions
Co-hosting organizations, NTT Group companies, 

and NTT laboratories united to introduce their efforts 
on the themes of “Contributing to disaster counter-
measures” and “Contributing to the new normal.” The 
results from questionnaires revealed that 96% of 
online visitors gave the comments that the exhibits 
were “helpful” or “very helpful.” Visitors also com-
mented that the exhibits on disaster countermeasures 
helped them understand how the organizations were 
leveraging past experiences to tackle challenges and 
that they found the materials extremely helpful. Con-
cerning the theme of “Contributing to the new nor-
mal,” visitors’ comments included “I would like to try 
the technologies exhibited by NTT laboratories in my 
own company” (Photo 7).

5.2   NTT exhibits
In virtual exhibition halls, NTT presented its R&D 

achievements in the area of “Innovative technologies 
to achieve the IOWN concept” and “Advanced tech-
nologies to contribute to enterprises” (Fig. 1). These 
access network technologies promise to bring about a 

smart society. Visitors to the exhibits were able to 
directly converse with researchers via web conferencing 
(Webex), deepening their understanding (Photo 8).
(1)  Innovative technologies to achieve the IOWN 

concept 
The exhibition introduced innovative access net-

work technologies such as space-division multiplex-
ing optical fiber and transmission technologies, pho-
tonic gateway technologies, and Cradio® multi-wire-
less proactive control technologies. Visitors were able 
to talk directly with researchers using Webex at the 
following virtual exhibits: 1) Research and develop-
ment toward future access networks for achieving 
IOWN, 2) Remote beamforming technology for ana-
log RoF [radio-over-fiber] systems, 3) NW [network] 
resource management technology (NOIM [Network 
Operation Injected Model]) that unifies the manage-
ment of various components of the IOWN APN [All-
Photonics Network], 4) Optical fiber environmental 
monitoring technology using  communication net-
works, 5) Multi-core optical fiber and cable technolo-
gies for supporting all-photonics networks, 6) Proto-
col-free management and control in All-Photonics 
Network, 7) Distributed antenna systems using higher 
frequency bands for ultra-high capacity and ultra-high 

Fig. 1.   Overview of NTT exhibits.

Innovative technologies to achieve the IOWN conceptInnovative technologies to achieve the IOWN concept

This exhibit introduced innovative access technologies such as space-division 
multiplexing optical fiber and transmission technologies, photonic gateway technologies, 
and Cradio® multi-wireless proactive control technologies.

Advanced technologies to contribute to enterprisesAdvanced technologies to contribute to enterprises

Presented in this exhibit were advanced technologies that transform enterprise tasks 
and onsite work, such as operation and maintenance automation technologies, 
contributing to solving social problems.

Photo 7.   Exhibits.
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speed in wireless access systems, 8) MIMO [multi-
ple-input multiple-output] satellite systems and a 
global sensor network using LEO [low-Earth orbit] 
satellites, 9) FM [frequency modulation] conversion 
technology for protocol-free transmission, 10) 
Dynamic radio control—a component of Cradio® 
(multi-radio proactive control technology), 11) Intel-
ligent radio-wave design, 12) Intelligent radio-wave 
design: virtual massive MIMO transmission, 13) 
Intelligent radio-wave design: radio-quality platform, 
14) Intelligent radio-wave design: wireless sensing, 
15) AI for wireless network design by estimating 
radio wave propagation, 16) Fast handover control 
technique by millimeter-wave positioning detection 
providing gigabit wireless transmission, 17) Single 
carrier MIMO technology for high speed toward 
super high frequency bands, 18) Centralized quality 
control independent of wireless networks, and 19) 
Connection pattern optimization between multi-net-
works and multi-terminals. 
(2)  Advanced technologies to contribute to enter-

prises
Presented in this exhibit were advanced technolo-

gies that transform enterprise tasks  and onsite work, 
such as operation and maintenance automation tech-
nologies, contributing to solving social problems. 
Visitors could talk directly with researchers using 
Webex at the following virtual exhibits: 1) Manage-
ment technique for stable operation of IEEE 802.11ah 
system, wireless LAN [local area networks] for IoT, 
2) VHF [very-high- frequency] band digital radio 
subscriber system (TZ-68D), 3) Verification of bow-
shaped guy wire for long-term safe use of outside 
facilities, 4) ICT [information and communication 
technology] conversion of Cable Tunnel Manage-
ment System, 5) Inspection technology for deep 

underground manholes using automatic flying 
drones, 6) Work-allocation technology that can repro-
duce finest human judgment, and 7) Inter-system 
coordination using UI [user interface] augmentation 
technology.

5.3    Information & Telecommunications Engi-
neering Association of Japan (ITEA)

This exhibition presented ITEA’s efforts to develop 
secure, safe, and reliable information communication 
infrastructure facilities. These efforts include trans-
mitting from one generation to the next the technolo-
gies and expertise that its member companies have 
developed, improving the quality and efficiency of 
these technologies and promptly restoring facilities in 
the event of a major disaster.

5.4    Communication Line Products Association of 
Japan

Exhibits ranging from those benefiting onsite 
workers to products related to IOWN were presented 
in three virtual halls: “Forefront of Communication 
Cables,” “Latest Trends in Connection Technolo-
gies,” and “Lineup of Aerial-related Technologies.”

5.5    Japan Telecommunications Equipment and 
Materials Manufacturers Cooperative  
Association (Zentsukyo)

Under the slogan, “Zentsukyo, taking on the chal-
lenge of creating dependable technologies and prod-
ucts through DX [digital transformation],” the exhib-
its introduced efforts in the advancement of DX by 
developing products with each member company’s 
outstanding technical capabilities and demonstrating 
collective strength through synergy that comes from 
uniting as one. 

5.6   NTT Group
The exhibition introduced the NTT Group compa-

nies’ latest technologies to further advance DX and 
contribute to solving social problems.

5.7   Other online functions
Over the two days of the online forum, an interac-

tion plaza was provided as an open chat space where 
all registered participants could freely post com-
ments. In addition, visitors used “vCard” functional-
ity as virtual business cards on the Tsukuba Forum 
2020 ONLINE website to communicate with one 
another and deepen exchanges. The digital stamp 
rally, which had been very well received in previous 
years, was held again. Participants received stamps 

Photo 8.   NTT exhibition booth.
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Authors (from left): Katsuhisa Taguchi, Senior Research 
Engineer, NTT Access Network Service Systems 
Laboratories; Akiko Igari, Deputy Senior Engineer, NTT-AT 
Techno Communications Corporation; Satoru Ajima, 
Engineer, NTT-AT Techno Communications Corporation; 
Akifumi Tanase, Senior Research Engineer, NTT Access 
Network Service Systems Laboratories; Ikuko Takagi, 
Research Engineer, NTT Access Network Service Systems 
Laboratories; and Koichi Ishihara, Senior Research 
Engineer, NTT Access Network Service Systems 
Laboratories

with points when they fulfilled conditions such as 
attending keynote speeches and visiting exhibit 
booths. Those who gained 3000 points or more were 
eligible for a drawing to receive novelty items.

6.   Conclusion

This was the first time Tsukuba Forum was held 
online. About 9000 people registered, the most ever. 
While there were challenges such as not being able to 
view demonstration or touch exhibits and not being 
able to quickly obtain the responses of participants, 
and some participants expressed their desire for the 
forum to be held physically, the event was highly 
evaluated as it allowed participants to view exhibi-
tions and listen to speeches at their own leisure with-
out restrictions on location and capacity. Compared 
with previous years, four times as many visitors lis-
tened to the keynote speeches and three times as 
many people attended the panel discussions. The 
forum ended with high praise from numerous partici-
pants. 93% of the attendees replied that they could 
feel the urgency of the themes of Tsukuba Forum 
2020 ONLINE, and many voiced the opinion that 
they found the IOWN exhibits useful and could feel 
hope for the future. Through the online exhibitions of 
innovative technologies to achieve IOWN and 
advanced technologies to solve social problems and 
contribute to business, Tsukuba Forum 2020 ONLINE 
became a more valuable place than ever before for 
sharing information.
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